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This piece of artwork is resistance art that was supposed to recreate Bloch’s experience when he was in the 
Nazi concentration camp. Dachau was one of the first concentration camps established and held many top 
level political rivals. 
 
Bloch escaped Nazi Germany in 1940 and fled to Shanghai, where after visiting a holocaust memorial years 
later, he was able to finally express his own personal holocaust experience. This print shows his identity as a 
Jewish person, which many hearing people can relate to, however we often forget that some of the people in 
the concentration camps were Deaf also. Bloch was actually released from this camp because he was deaf. 
Maybe his captures didn’t think he could do much and that he wasn’t worth their time. David Bloch however 
showed his abilities by immigrating to China, getting married, and making hundreds of pieces of artwork. 
 
This piece serves to show how many people suffered in this camp. Looking at the print, it is nearly impossible 
to count all of the prisoners forced to stand during the long roll calls. There were over 10,911 prisoners in the 
actual Danchu camp. The lights show constant surveillance. It is hard to look at this print and not see all the 
prominent triangles. Triangles represent strength because they are the strongest shape. We think Bloch was 
trying to show that they were oppressed under this ever-increasing power that they didn’t feel they could break 
away from. You can also see the giant triangle in the sky with the closed eye – this may be a symbol that 
God’s eyes were closed to their plight. 
 
We picked this print because this represents an important part in Deaf history. Not necessarily the deaf 
artwork, but the meaning behind it. He is a Deaf artist that is showing his personal experience on an event that 
many hearing people went through as well, but he is giving his own personal perspective on it. 
 


